Maintaining fixed band spacing when changing column dimensions in gradient elution.
In gradient elution separations, it may be required to change either column length (to increase resolution or shorten run time) or column diameter (for an increase in sensitivity or for preparative separations). In either of these changes of column dimensions, it is usually desired to maintain the same relative band spacing (selectivity), so as to increase resolution in proportion to (column plate number)1/2 when increasing column length, or to maintain constant resolution when changing column diameter. A general rule for avoiding changes in band spacing in these situations is to maintain the quantity [(gradient time) x (flow-rate)/(column volume)] constant, while holding the initial and final gradient mobile phase compositions (%B) fixed. This rule is only valid as long as the equipment hold-up volume (dwell volume) is negligible, or if all sample components are strongly retained at the start of the gradient. When neither of the latter conditions apply, then significant changes in band spacing may result when changing column size. Rules are presented for recognizing this potential problem for a given sample/HPLC-equipment combination, and adjustments in separation conditions that can avoid this problem are discussed. Changes in band spacing as a result of change in column size are of special concern when developing procedures for preparative chromatography under gradient conditions.